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IS IT REALLY TORQUE? By George B. Collinge, EAA 67 5037 Marlin Way, Oxnard, Calif. 93030 (Illustrations by the author)



(PART ONE)



I"torque are content to refer to a certain handling matter as reaction" when it is highly possible that the



T WOULD appear that a lot of people, pilots included,



actual problem is something else. Many who are torque fans (no pun intended) sincerely believe that the thing that turns their airplane on take-off and climb really is torque. They can point to many articles in the popular



aviation press for substantiation, as well as to certain official FAA publications. A few efforts to explain the



true facts have found their way into the pages of SPORT AVIATION. What follows is one more attempt to show that it is not torque. Neither is it "P" factor which also



seems to have a following these days. First of all, an engine does develop torque. No argument. Torque is transmitted to the propeller. In a steady state, stabilized rpm condition, the engine/airframe unit should naturally tend to rotate or roll in the opposite direction to the propeller. However, it doesn't tend to roll one way any more than the other, but it is trying to YAW or SKID. No matter what they call it most pilots correctly use the rudder to counteract it. Right away, this should be a clue that the trouble is not in the rolling plane at all! Therefore it could hardly be caused by torque reaction. Then why does the term "torque" persist so much today?



FIG.



1



For consistency in these articles, please consider



that all propellers rotate in a clockwise direction, when viewed from the cockpit.



Go into a climb from level flight. This ordinarily means lowered airspeed and more throttle, plus right



rudder to compensate for the yaw or "ball-to-the-right" condition. If rudder is not used the airplane yaws and the starboard wing generates more lift so that a roll or bank to the left results. Some pilots, viewing the roll, say



"that's torque reaction" and crank it level with ailerons. The ball, out on the right side just doesn't seem to warrant their attention. In reality this is poor flying technique



of course, because the roll is a secondary effect due only to misuse of the controls and not necessarily from any change in torque reaction. Though approaching the subject of torque in a roundabout fashion, it may be appropriate to enlarge a bit on "misuse of the controls." In the primary sense, the rudder controls yaw, ailerons the roll. Normally, if these functions



are interchanged the airplane is not being flown correctly. Misuse of the controls could be forgiven in the early days of flight because of the multiplicity of control systems in the various aircraft, because of the absence of slip, skid or



yaw indicators and because of the necessity of teaching oneself to fly or being taught by someone who had only a few hours of flight experience. For example, the first (Continued on next page)



FIG. 2 "PARKE'S DRIVE"—Lt. Wilfred Parke, R.N., at the controls of the Avro Military Biplane over Salisbury Plain, England, August 25, 1912. SPORT AVIATION
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pilot to successfully recover from a spin didn't even



know what a spin was or what caused it! Standard practice in those days was to rudder away from a slip. This raised the low wing. Seems funny but it worked, after a fashion, as long as the airspeed was not too low. Hence during this first known spin, which had resulted from a left turn at 600 ft., the aeronaut kept full left rudder on, but the apparent "slipping to the right" would not stop. The "spiral dive" continued despite full throttle and wheel all the way back. Those of us who have been in awkward predicaments in airplanes can appreciate this pilot's concern, doing everything according to recognized practice yet the airplane remained in the rotating dive, his forward-seat passenger flailing about and the ground getting closer and closer! At the last moment, preparing or bracing himself for a crash and perhaps to center himself in the cockpit, he centralized or inadvertently took off some of the left rudder. Whereupon the Avro popped out of the spin, 50 ft. above the ground. Needless to say, a landing was made rather soon afterward. Some spectators thought this was one heck of an exciting new trick, not realizing the seriousness of the situation. A short time later, from subsequent analysis by fellow pilots, came a new rule— "Rudder outwards from a spiral dive that has already acquired a high velocity." And this is an essential part of the basic spin recovery method used today on most aircraft. To describe another example of how incorrect techniques can develop, a number of early pilots thought it proper to turn their airplanes in the air with the rudder, rather than with the ailerons. Many machines of that day had ailerons or "balancing tips" as they were sometimes called, that only operated downward.



FIG. 4 Captions in periodicals of the pre-World War I era are distinguished between the two types of turns and



would indicate a "banked turn" as opposed to a "flat turn."



This caused very high drag on the rising wing which



be banked." And ailerons were for that purpose. In other words, to turn, the lift force is inclined in the desired direction by the ailerons. A requirement for a good-handling modern airplane is to have as little as possible adverse yaw due to aileron drag. Slow, long span aircraft are more difficult in this respect. But it can be said today, other than during some aerobatics and in spins, the rudder is only necessary to control direction while on the ground, and in flight to offset aileron drag, if any, and generally prevent yaw, no matter what it's caused by. Or simply to "keep the ball in the center." The peculiar practice of raising a wing with rudder, as part of a stall recovery action, is perhaps a carry-over from these old days and is a modern version of misuse of the controls. One is hard pressed to justify it, in normal flying. If a wing is stalled it must be unstalled by putting the stick forward. That is the primary task. If the nose initially swings toward a dropped wing, a pilot merely picks up a new direction on which to recover. If the engine is not already on, open the throttle. If autorotation has set in, then only does the application of opposite rudder become important. Logically, if you raise one stalled wing by skidding, the other side will then stall immediately anyway! What's the gain? Try this toe dance on the rudder pedals of some high performance types and a spin or post stall gyration will inevitably occur. Stall recovery as well as all basic handling, I think, should suit and be applicable to all airplanes. The more different types of airplanes you fly, the more this becomes obvious. In my opinion, picking up a wing at the stall actually comes into the aerobatic category i.e., the falling leaf. If it is considered an aerobatic maneuver of the semi-controlled variety, then it has some merit. A snap or flick roll can be construed as a form of this, and is a situation where the rolling plane is influenced by rudder. Certainly you wouldn't try to pick up a wing with rudder during a landing! If you do, touch-down is invariably with drift or



rudder for counteraction. Also, many of these airplanes had such poor directional stability and so much rudder was needed in relation to ailerons that it was natural, to attach more importance to the rudder. In fact, quite a few designers dispensed with ailerons or wing-warping altogether, so that in these cases the rudder definitely was used for turns, what else? The "Sky Louse" tried to resurrect this idea, but was viewed by most as a retrograde step. Later, with better design and increased speeds, it was generally accepted that, as the Wrights had been saying all along, "In a correct turn the airplane has to



aileron will tend to aggravate the dropped wing condition. Therefore, stalling so close to the ground, if it should happen, is corrected by engine and elevator. I'm trying to show that there could very well be a reason for the development of certain odd flying techniques in the early times. The years saw gradual improvement although some peculiar habits continued to be evident through the 20s and 30s when so many pilots were still virtually self taught and did little to analyze their flying. Misconceptions of theory have also had their part in faulty handling. Take Wiley Post's 1931 book "Around the World in Eight Days." On page 142 he writes



FIG. 3 The ailerons on this airplane are not disconnected. They only operate downward and are not part of a closed system. As flying speed is reached the ailerons blow up to the trail position, taking the slack out of the single control cables.



tended to slue or yaw the airplane in the opposite direction to the bank or turn. This did indeed require much
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crab and this is to be avoided. On many types, use of



" . . . but I eased off a little on the pressure I was keeping on the left rudder" and on page 202 "We were crabbing into the wind, but not hard, and the rudder was only about two or three points off normal straight position." Now what this describes is the fact that Post actually flew his airplane sideways (yawed) to correct (he thought)' for a side wind. I hasten to say that there is no intent on my part to detract from his great fame as a



pioneering pilot. However, just because he flew this way does not make it correct. Today we have the right to question any flying technique that does not make sense under close scrutiny. This is, after all, the foundation for the question "Is it really torque?" One should be fundamentally correct in his flying technique otherwise an accurate assessment of an airplane's true characteristics is improbable. This is the reason for first dwelling on the subject of control. It is sad to realize that in attempting to ascertain the facts, some "official" printed material might do more to hamper our efforts than to help. Not so long ago, 1957 to be more exact, a publication issued by the Bureau of Naval Personnel says "The main function of the rudder is to turn the plane in flight." Even Orville and Wilbur knew better than that. So back to this so-called "torque on take-off and climb." If it is not really acting in the rolling plane and if rudder is the control that seems to check it, and rudder is for control in the yawing plane, then whatever is causing the trouble is obviously doing it in the yawing plane. If it's in the yawing plane it can't be torque. Then what is it? To answer that, first a small shot of basic areodynamics. A wing pushes air downward to create lift but at the same time it has to push the air a little forward as well. At higher angles of attack the air gets pushed downward more and much farther forward. A large part of this forward motion is called induced drag. The rest is made up of form drag and skin friction. As the propeller works exactly the same way as the wing, it pushes air backward (rather than downward) and also sideways (rather than forward).



In plain words, it tends to turn the airplane to the left



while on the ground and yaw it to the left in flight.



FIG. 5 Some old single-engined airplanes and especially some seaplanes, had fin/rudder area below the fuselage as well as on top, over which the slipstream would flow from the other direction. This design feature tended to reduce yaw due to propeller slipstream.



Some airplane designers camber or offset the fin into the direction of the rotating slipstream. Some know why they do it, others don't. Its benefit is to reduce the turning and yawing tendency at low forward speeds with engine on. Nothing else. Though the mainplanes are effected to some extent, the tailplane is as strongly influenced by the slipstream as is the fin/rudder surface.



FIG. 6 The revolving slipstream over the tail plane has little effect in the pitching plane, due to each side tending to cancel the other.



This photograph shows vapor trails from the propeller



tips of a Hawker Sea Fury, at the start of a take-off. Note



the application of left rudder, due to the counter-clockwise rotation of the Fury's five-bladed propeller.



Therefore behind the propeller is an angled airflow,



a rotating slipstream or a corkscrew of air in which a



large portion of the airframe is immersed. (See photo of Fury on the deck). And it is this unwanted, angled condition that effects control so markedly. As the fin/rudder is usually on the top side of the fuselage only, the angled



slipstream over it causes a reaction in the yawing plane.



But the tailplane, being on each side of the fuselage, one side tending to a positive, the other a negative angle of attack, adequately cancels any real effort of rotating slipstream in the pitching plane. While an offset fin may help one condition of flight, it tends to cause trouble at every other airspeed! At higher speeds the relative slipstream straightens out considerably and left rudder (or trim) may then be needed. The offset fin also tends to drop the right wing first at the high speed stall, engine on or off, and at low speed stalls with engine off. The yaw produced by the offset fin can be just enough, at the point of stall, to slow the



right wing tip fractionally and that's all it takes. Especially so with tapered wings. Some airplanes have the thrust line of the engine



offset to the right, so that the slipstream over the fin



and the rudder is relatively straight in that area, at the lower speeds. There is then no yawing tendency. However, at high speeds the offset thrust pulls the airplane to the right. (Continued on next page) SPORT AVIATION
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Incidentally, this offset thrust is occasionally used in conjunction with some down thrust. When opening up on an overshoot, the slipstream deflected by the high angle of attack of the w i n g ( s ) especially w i t h flaps down, can



cause an increased download on the tailplane. This in turn can cause a strong nose up tendency. Down thrust com-



pensates for this. At higher speeds of course it, too, has



a bad effect. The downward component of thrust has to be carried by the wings. But offset and down thrust are supposed to make flying easier for the average pilot. To keep the record straight there may be other minor aero-



FIG. 8 Two airplanes with both offset and down thrust incorporated in their engine installations.



dynamic reasons for the incorporation of down thrust but they are not important here.



It should also be noted that the general re-adoption of the tricycle landing gear, with its high factor of



directional stability, has done much to simplify handling



on the ground. There are fewer complaints from the hot boys about "torque" in these aircraft. Recap: So far we have seen how rudder can stop the



yawing caused by the rotating slipstream. If we can't notice the airplane rolling due to torque reaction some-



FIG. 7 An exaggerated (for clarity) diagram of the upper half of the slipstream tube at low and high speeds.



Out of the workshop for an airing is this nicely crafted



Piel "Emeraude" fuselage, being built by J. Van de Stadt of 11 Orchard Rd., Bass Hills, New South Wales, Australia. The canopy frame and landing gear are complete, and the



engine will be a 90 hp Continental C-90.



Homebuilder's Corner . . . (Continued from page 2)



weigh very heavily the disadvantages



if accepted as proposed such as the maintenance of your aircraft



after completion b e i n g accomplished by a licensed A & P and the restriction of amteur built aircraft from aerobatic flight are probably the two most important issues at hand. EAA will handle this matter in a manner that is in the best interest



of the amateur built aircraft move18
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thing must be happening to mask its effect. Next part—"Why it doesn't roll."



®



Stereotyped down to its paint design is this Barren's IA



"fly Baby", N 1584. It's powered with a 65 hp Continental



A-65, and was built by Rollin Barron, EAA 25361, of 1810 Westwood, Springdale, Ark.



ment. It is times such as these that an organization must be equipped with fact, statistics and justification. These are a part of good business practices



— practices that EAA has had going since its founding in January of 1953. As we are getting an increasing number of requests for information on antique and homebuilt aircraft, we are going to go into an extensive program of preparing a technical library by subject matter, type of aircraft,



engine, materials, sources of information, etc. When completed it will al-



low a greater number of our staff to have at their finger tips the information requested by«mail, telephone or in person. These individual files will be an expansion of what we have already prepared. Don't forget our 1969 annual Flyin Convention dates — Rockford — July 27 through August 2, 1969. See you there.



IS IT REALLY TORQUE? By George B. Collinge, EAA 67 5037 Marlin Way, Oxnard, Calif. 93030 (Illustrations by the author)



(PART TWO) This second part of a five part series deals with the rolling tendency due to torque reaction.



M



ANY ARTICLES and books have been compiled by copying what others have previously written. If this process is repeated often enough, certain stories or explanations tend to become gospel if for no other reason than just plain repetition. A typical subject on which many inaccuracies continue to be heaped, without the benefit of positive in-flight experimentation, is the one called "Torque Reaction." In the deep past, without yaw indicators, pilots may not have flown as precisely as they could have. If an airplane consistently yawed in flight and it was not corrected by rudder, generally it would tend to bank or roll. Some of these old boys saw nothing wrong with "fixing" this apparent "torque reaction" by rigging the wing tips either washed-in or washed-out.



Fig. 9.
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engined airplanes have you (the reader), actually flown that you can truthfully say rolled to the left due to torque? Remember, if you are testing by opening or closing the throttle, the ball must stay exactly in the center. Otherwise there will be rolling due to yaw, not torque. It may be



possible to detect some slight momentary effect due to "starting" or "stopping torque", but if at all, only when the throttle is moved very quickly. I have repeatedly carried out this test on all pistonengined airplanes of high power-to-weight ratio that I've flown, starting with the early Spitfires, Hurricanes, Mosquitoes, etc., at high and at very low air speeds. At high angles of attack, if rudder >'~. applied and the ball still won't stay in the center, then it's possible for the airplane to commence to roll only because of insufficient rudder power to counteract the slipstream effect. Using aileron to try and hold up the low wing generally results in stalling that side and making the wing snap down. And this is not torque. More like inept handling.



"Flies great."



Many writers say that in these days, with our modern cantilever airplanes, this wash-in and wash-out is done during construction at the factory. It used to be a hobby of mine to write to any and all such authors, and enclosing a self-addressed stamped envelope, politely ask if they would tell me the names of any modern cantilever-winged types that they personally knew were so rigged "at the factory." I have yet to be told of any. Certainly, I have never flown one that had one wing panel intentionally different 10



(in this regard) than the other. And what tractor single-



Fig. 10. Was torque the reason for the Corsair to roll on full power, after wave-off?



Many of you have perhaps heard the classic story of the Corsair. It seems a wave-off caused the pilot to jam on the throttle and pull back the stick, but because of the immense torque reaction, rolled over to the left into the ocean! In truth, when all that power goes on at slow speed and at a high angle of attack, the right rudder MUST be pushed in at the same time. If not, it is almost the



same as intentionally doing a snap roll to the left. And, of course, using opposite aileron doesn't help at all! The situation was made worse because the pilot probably had the rudder trimmed for the approach (power reduced) and not for take-off conditions. Another story, already repeated in print a number of times, concerns a Knight Twister being flown in 1959 by a pilot unfamiliar with the type. It was powered by a 90 hp Franklin. On first take-off an uncontrolled roll at 30 ft. altitude is described, due to torque.



flying slower than the left. It will have less lift and start to go down first. It then unavoidably increases its angle of attack up to the separation point and beyond. All of which can happen very, very quickly on some airplanes. Faster, if that (starboard) aileron happens to be down. Even when being careful to hold the ball dead center at the stall point, an offset fin just has to push a little tiny bit, and that does it!



Fig. 13. Two typical examples of aircraft with offset fins, that when stalled, drop the starboard wing first, except at low speed, engine-on condition, in which case the port



wing goes first.



Fig. 11.



The oft maligned Knight Twister.



Somehow the pilot got it back on the ground. What did he do then? He was advised to offset the engine mount by ! /2 in. We are asked to believe that the torque then disappeared! Offsetting the thrust line probably eased the takeoff rudder requirements slightly. But to claim this eradicated rolling because it eliminated torque is not in concert with fact. I claim that in the natural course of events, the pilot gradually learned how to fly the airplane, and that this little Knight Twister is not really as difficult as some stories would have us believe. It has often been used as a "whipping boy" by some pilots in their efforts to enhance their hero image. And Twisters have flown successfully with up to at least 140 hp with no thrust or fin offset.



Fig. 12.



Torque has nothing to do with this wing dropping at the stall any more than it had to do with the Corsair or Knight Twister problems. For true torque control, aileron would be the control to use. However, the corkscrew slipstream automatically causes a rolling moment in the same direction (right) as the propeller rotation, opposing the roll to the left caused by torque reaction. This is because there is more lift from the left wing root due to the greater effective angle of attack in the slipstream. And as you may have thought, it is obvious from Fig. 6 in Part 1 of this series that the same force which is making the fin and rudder cause a yaw to the right is at the same time creating a rolling reaction on the tailplane. In like vein, some experimental helicopters in the past have counteracted their torque reaction forces with surfaces in the slipstream of the rotor.



In the center, with rudder.



The emphasis I place on keeping the ball in the center may require further justification. A number of airplanes today still fly without yaw indicators. Many pilots are perfectly happy without them. But, for instance, when describing how they have found a particular airplane to drop a wing at the stall, some express surprise when they are asked, "Where was the ball when all this was happening?" Or, "Were the ailerons exactly neutral?" Their answers might range anywhere from "What ball?", to "What difference does it make?" When stalling an airplane, if the ball is out to the left, the right wing tip, at the point of stall, will then be



Fig. 14. Almost everything within the slipstream has a tendency to roll the airplane to the right.



In the tractor airplane, the rolling reaction of all these surfaces tends to balance and is proportional to the torque reaction quite well over the entire speed and power range. It does, however, vary a little with aircraft configurations and flight circumstances. An airplane might require a minute, normally unmeasurable, pressure on (Continued on next page) SPORT AVIATION
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the stick to the right or it may require pressure to the



left! Yes, to the left! An example: The B-25, during a flapped "Tokyo" takeoff, required substantial left aileron to maintain lateral



level. In other words, the corrective action in the slipstreams was stronger than the actual torque reaction at this very low-airspeed, high-power regime. The previously mentioned Knight Twister's 90 hp Franklin at full throttle and 2,500 rpm (assuming an efficiency factor of 80 percent) generates only 151 ft./lbs, of torque. This is the same as a passenger sitting one foot off the center line of the airplane (Ref. I). Hardly anything to worry about even if there was no corrective action from the slipstream! Some designers feel that it is a mistake to offset the fin, especially on high-powered types. Leaving it straight helps create a stronger rolling tendency to the right or a stronger "torque reaction correction." At this point, it should be mentioned that the very action of standing on the right rudder pedal will tend to cause a roll to the left. And right aileron may be necessary to correct for this! You begin, I hope, to appreciate some of the many interactions and influencing factors that are happening to this supposedly simple tractor airplane of ours.



Fig. 15.



The 1911 Paolhan and Tatin "Aero Torpedo."



Now an airplane with a prop behind everything would not have this corrective action. What can we expect to find? The year Ed Lesher first brought his "Teal" to Rockford I asked him, "Do you find much torque reaction on take-off or in the air?" He looked a little puzzled for a moment, and rightly so. If someone had asked me the same question I would have had to .make a quick guess as to whether they knew what they were talking about. Ed Lesher solved it neatly. He said, "No, you wouldn't notice any, but what most of you fellows think is torque isn't really torque."



The well-known and respected pusher authority, Molt



Taylor, writes to the author . . . (Quote) . . . "In reply to



your questions we have not been able to detect any noticeable roll of the aircraft due to torque of the engine during take-off and, in fact, the Aerocar will run absolutely straight, hands-off, into the wind on take-off and keep flying hands-off if properly trimmed. This run is so straight that it will straddle the center line of the runway during the entire ground run, even without touching the controls, if the wind is dead quiet or the run is exactly into the wind. The roll of the aircraft in flight due to torque is not noticeable either and while it is probably there, the friction of the aileron system probably hides any tendency to roll. However, this may not be true, since



an Aerocar will come out of banks to either side and fly 12



essentially straight and level if turned loose in the turn.



The controls should be mechanically centered to get this, but the hands-off, spiral stability is really fantastic. "We feel this is due to the dynamic stability afforded by the tail prop. Opening or closing the throttle in the air has no roll effect, even hands-off, and the only noticeable thing is that the nose will rise and fall as power is applied or cut off as the airplane tends to seek its trim speed. "Aerocars are built without any twist in the wing panels, no wash-out, no aileron trim or vertical fin offset. They are built as symmetrical as we can make them and none of them has ever required tabs of any kind. "There is absolutely no undesirable effect in roll or pitch caused by the close proximity of the tail surfaces to the propeller and, in fact, the aircraft seems to fly more like a sailplane since there is no prop blast beating on the tail, wings or fuselage. Ed Lesher, who built the Nomad and Teal with the Aerocar-type prop mounting tells me that his aircraft is similar in these most desirable flight characteristics. We have had the Aerocars evaluated by dozens of real hot experienced pilots and every one of them has been most complimentary on the way they fly." . . . (Unquote). This describes an example of the type of airplane which, according to the "torque boys", should have all sorts of problems. Yet it is singularly lacking in noticeable torque reaction. If torque can't be noticed in this airplane, why do so many people fret about it in tractor airplanes? I believe this is just more proof that, as we said earlier, slipstream effect is the real culprit, the absence of which contributes to the excellent handling of Mr. Taylor's pusher.
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Fig. 16.



The latest Taylor Aerocar.



Much has been written of how the pilots of the Schneider Trophy seaplanes, because of torque, would start some of their take-off runs with full right rudder and at 90 deg. out of wind and from the eventual takeoff path. The fact that they turned to the left on the water was more likely because of the turning effect of the corkscrew slipstream over the fin and rudder. As the speed increased, the rudder response became sufficient to maintain direction, and the bulk of the take-off run was substantially into the wind. Also, starting with the wind on their port side would appear to combine with the slipstream effect to decidedly degrade their situation. A modification used by the English Supermarine team was to load the starboard float with more fuel than the port float, and/or increase the buoyancy of the port float. They seemed to agree that this helped the "swinging", but not the "dipping" as described in official reports of the



time. More conflicting still, these written reports of the RAF pilots (who obviously contrasted in flying techniques) describe the fact that all had variant impressions of take-offs, even though flying the same aircraft. This makes it almost impossible to accurately assess the control characteristics at this late date. Some of the pilots thought the swinging and dipping to be completely eliminated with different propellers'.



Fig. 18. The 1926 Schneider winning Macchi and the 1927 Glosser IV. Fig. 17.



The Super-marine S6B of 1931.



It is difficult to develop graphs of the torque developed, as efficiency factors of the propellers are unknown. It is interesting to note, however, that not once in the RAF reports do they refer to their problem as "torque." After a very careful scrutiny of available motion pictures of the Schneider races (especially the RAF machines) during take-off, it is readily apparent that there was little, if any, dipping of the left float when opening up except when the throttle was obviously slammed open and then only momentarily. But, and here is where the "torque



boys" were confused again, during these same take-offs, the aircraft are seen to swing to starboard as many times as they swung to port (all with the same propeller rotation!) If the turn, right or left, was at low speed, the inside float was low. This would seem to indicate planing efficiency of each float was at its greatest differential. It follows



that turns at higher speeds do not show the airplane dipping, except perhaps to the outside of the turn, due no



doubt, to centrifugal force. During the relatively brief initial portion of take-off, the water spray seemed to restrict much of the forward vision, making the job of holding



an accurate heading quite a difficult task at best, and that whatever way the thing went could very well have been a toss-up. The great majority of take-offs were from a smooth power-on beginning with a relatively straight run. No noticeable aileron was used, either way. Some of the racing seaplanes had fin area under the fuselage as well as on top. No adverse take-off handling accounts have been unearthed about these machines. Darryl Usher, popular Oregon builder/pilot, during a discussion with the writer on torque at the recent Rockford Fly-in put it very succinctly, "When we flew models, if the fin was on the top it turned left, if the fin was on the bottom it turned right . . . how could it possible be torque?"



*Reference note is an analogy used by Molt Taylor in SPORT AV/AT/ON, September, 1962. Next part — More on that "Terrible Torque"



Canadian Homebuilts Coming To Rockford /CANADIAN MEMBERS planning to attend the 1969



of entry are restricted to Pembina, N.D.; Duluth, Minn.; Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.; and Port



the Federal Aviation Administration with certain information in order to obtain prior approval for the flight



4. Passengers and/or cargo will not be carried for remuneration or hire; 5. The aircraft will have on board a currently effective flight permit issued by the Canadian



^J EAA International Convention with their amateurbuilt aircraft will, as before, find it necessary to provide to Rockford. If your plans are already formulated, please submit



the following information to EAA Headquarters so that we may obtain approval for you at an early date. The following facts should be forwarded to EAA Headquarters no later than April 30, 1969:



1. Name of owner and operator of aircraft, along with home address; 2. Type and identification markings of each aircraft;



3. The points between which each aircraft will be operated, including the port of entry. Ports



Huron, Mich.;



Department of Transport. A recent ruling by the Civil Aeronautics Board has eliminated the necessity of obtaining their approval for these flights. However, the FAA still must grant its approval in this matter.



Persons arriving in standard certificated aircraft are



not required to go through this procedure. While it may seem awfully early to commit yourself in this respect, we are obligated to submit this information 90 days in advance. Therefore, the April 30, 1969, deadline is firm! (*) SPORT AVIATION
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IS IT REALLY TORQUE? Port 3 of o Series Part Three Includes Facts on Twins and One Famous World War I Fighter



By George B. Collinge, EAA 67 5037 Marlin Way, Oxnard, Calif. 93030 Illustrations by the author



HE PRECEDING section (Part 2) of this series described the flight characteristics of the single-enT gined AEROCAR pusher, and how it exhibited no noticeable rolling due to torque reaction even though there was no benefits (?) from a torque-canceling slipstream over its surfaces. However, we will continue on the premise that there is some rolling reaction, no matter how slight or strong it may be, and report about its effect on various airplane configurations.



Fig. 19.



A typical twin pusher.



Here is another airplane that has no torque-reactioncorrection. But what makes this particular formula unfortunate is the fact that the action of the slipstreams over the tailplane tend to roll it in the SAME direction as might the torque. On a tractor twin, the effect of the flow over the tail is basically the same. However the tractor twin has some anti-torque correction over the main wing within the slipstreams. On the subject of twins (with propellers rotating in the same direction) it has always been known that the single-engine minimum speed varied in a consistent manner. The difference has been ascribed to torque and this is simply not so. To first detail the situation; with one engine dead, the live engine's effect is in the yawing plane. That is, it has the same effect as putting on rudder toward the dead engine. To counteract the pull of the live engine a pilot correctly applies rudder toward it. Under these conditions, if the forward speed is gradually reduced, a point is reached, where with full rudder and ailerons neutral, the airplane begins to yaw. This is called the minimum singleengine speed. The pilot knows that if an engine fails it is



imperative to have at least this minimum speed, or else he will have to dive if he can, to attain it, or, reduce the throttle on his remaining engine to stay in control. Only a very small amount of aileron toward the "live" engine should be used to neutralize the side force created by rudder deflection and/or angle of sideslip. Too much at too low an airspeed means in effect, crossed controls and a spin. In other words the airplane is yawing towards say the right engine and it is being opposed with left aileron. Now that may sound pretty stuffy and obvious. Yet many licensed pilots today tend to use a lot of aileron at the expense of reserve control. An example is offered, with perhaps a severe case, yet typical of what can happen with many high performance multi-engined aircraft. The North American B-25, the Lockheed Ventura and especially the Hudson used to be favorite airplanes in which to demonstrate why aileron should not be used to keep straight when one engine fails. It required a lot of muscle on the rudder pedal to keep these aircraft straight during single-engine procedure, in fact I have never known of a pilot who could keep a Ventura from yawing with full power on one engine at minimum speed without first reducing power, trimming, then restoring power. So, pilots tended to use more aileron (easier) than they should have. Generally, a lot of heavy airplanes feel solid right up to the instant they let go. Also, the tendency to use considerable aileron was greatest on the single-engine approach to land, the worst possible place! And this was not the place to illustrate the predicament of how close to the danger point one could get and still talk about it afterward. Therefore at a good altitude this was the sequence. At least in a couple of airplanes, in one squadron of the RCAF, in the "good old days." I would direct the pilot to put his feet on the floor of the Hudson and maintain direction with aileron only. At cruise speed one engine was cut. In an effort to check the yawing nose the pilot would heave on the aileron taking about one second. At the end of one second and with the wheel about 45 deg., the Hudson had yawed enough to snap and go around one and a half to two turns in a more or less horizontal direction. A rather rapid maneuver, requiring the live engine to be throttled in order to recover reasonably soon. (Continued on next pog,«) SPORT AVIATION
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Fig. 23. Lift coefficient of wing in slipstreams is not symmetrical.



Fig. 20.



The Hudson was a rugged airplane!



Please bear in mind, this was done at cruise speed. The lower the speed, as on an approach, the greater would be the angle of attack, hence the greater tendency of the down aileron to stall, giving just as rapid a snap but a much longer recovery. If the port engine was cut, some pilots would right away suggest torque as the reason for the left roll or spin. This notion was always dispelled by cutting the right engine and repeating the aileron bit,



The total lift in the port slipstream is farther from the aircraft center-line. With a twin-tailed twin, the spread between the minimum speeds tends to be even greater. This is because in each engine-out case, the fin/rudders are in the slipstreams and want to naturally skid the airplane to the right, or in other words yaw the aircraft to the left, as in Fig. 24. And this favors the right engine dead condition, also.



whereby the airplane promptly went to the right.



Other than on twins which stall first, the single-engine minimum speed is generally higher on the starboard engine. This is not because the torque reaction is rolling the airplane to the left, because actually the effect of torque is practically the same on either engine.



Fig. 21.



With port engine dead, two forces pull to left.



It is because the slipstream from the starboard engine is causing a left roll tendency on the starboard tailplane. Conversely, flying with the port engine on, the tailplane tends to roll the aircraft to the left, opposing to some degree the pull of the engine to the right.



Fig. 24.



Twin-tailed twins have an additional factor.



The position of the slipstream over the tail group will vary somewhat with airspeed and flap deflection. Therefore the effect will vary slightly also. The one salient thing that all these examples show is, that when flying on the starboard engine the airplane will lose heading sooner than when flying on the port. One might be moved to ask — why not more geometric starboard rudder travel? Unfortunately the rudder travel is usually at the maximum already, both directions, and a greater angle would only lead to less effectiveness and possible rudder float or lock, all bad. Largely for these reasons a single low aspect-ratio fin and rudder, that retains effectiveness to greater angles of yaw, has become the norm for multiengined airplanes.



Fig. 25. This pusher needs right rudder on takeoff and climb. Fig. 22. With starboard engine dead, two forces oppose each other.



Hence the single-engine minimum speed on the port engine will be lower. Additionally, the lift distribution in the slipstream favors the left engine-on condition, as shown in the illusration, Fig. 23. 20
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A pusher of the type illustrated above, will tend to skid to the right the same as a tractor with the same engine, even though the prop is now revolving in the opposite direction in relation to the airframe. The slipstream causes the yawing moment in the same direction only because the fin/rudder is now substantially in the lower half of the tube rather than the upper.



explained it by saying that it was obviously a correction



for torque caused by those "wicked rotaries." So, on his authority (some years ago of course) the production Fokker triplane scale model kit had hit the hobby-shops lopsided! As no other airplane with similar engines ever needed such a "correction" there had to be another explanation. It turns out that there were two separate designs for the ailerons; one was an early type which only went on a few machines, and a later standard type. Fig. 26.



This tractor needs left rudder.



The same airplane with a tractor engine requires left rudder on take-off and climb, the tailplane, as before, providing opposition to the torque reaction. Many terrible things are wrongly laid on "torque's" doorstep. Back in 1955, Republic experimented with a turbine/propeller combination on a fighter. A well known magazine ran a picture of it, and, included in the caption was—"Triangular fin just behind cockpit is a vortex gate to neutralize partially the tremendonus torque set up by the prop." (see photo) How this was supposed to work sure puzzled me at the time. Recently I wrote to Republic to ask and their reply states—"The fin atop the fuselage that you question was merely a fairing around some telemetry equipment used during test program." One last example of how "torque" has a fixation for some might be indicated by the story of an acquaintance of mine, who had been a researcher for a very famous line of plastic scale model airplanes. Delving around for a start on the Fokker DR.I triplane of World War I, he came across a very detailed three-view that had been first published in the USA in 1952. It showed a port aileron of slightly greater area than the starboard one, and no explanation was included on the drawings.



Fig. 28.



The Triplane that started it all.



It would appear that this one particular publicized triplane was fitted with the early starboard aileron as a replacement during maintenance. The paint job on it is even different from the rest of the wing. This oddity could hardly be construed as a raison d'etre of torque. The 1952 plans were correct in showing design differences but because of omitting a short explanatory note, all these screwed-up drawings have resulted! Suffice to say, whenever I go into my son's room and look at his plastic Fokker triplane model, I wonder about that terrible torque and the problems it "causes. Problems on



paper, at least.



Next Part — The FAA's Part



Fig. 27.



Smaller starboard aileron.



These 1952 plans have been held in such high esteem that they have been copied by various people as the basis for creating additional three-views and cutaways. I subsequently found other, later three-views, repeating the mismatched ailerons without question, but all called out the fact that they were definitely port and starboard ailerons for the same aircraft. Three-views of this kind have even been included in two recent books on the history of Fokker and his airplanes! Here is how I think this business got started. One of the first triplanes to be captured by the Allies and pictured in periodicals of the time, was equipped with a smaller starboard aileron. (I have yet to uncover evidence of any other Fokker triplane in this condition). My researcher fellow showed me photos of this aircraft and SPORT AVIATION
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IS IT REALLY TORQUE? Part 4 of a series, this one suggesting instruction manuals should be clarified.



By George B. Collinge, EAA 67 5037 Marlin Way



Oxnard, Calif. 93030 Illustrations by the author



It is a personal opinion but I do think that some of the blame for incorrect explanations of torque in this country must be laid to the FAA. Correction and updating of some of their basic flying instruction manuals would seem to be long overdue. Is it irreverent to suggest that our all-powerful government is not 100 percent correct? You be the judge. Let's look at a section of one of their publications, piece by piece. "Flight Instructor's Handbook" was written by the Flight Standards Service, FAA, and dated 1964. On page 53 under the heading "Torque and 'P' factor" it starts off by saying that the reason an airplane has a tendency to turn on take-off and climb is "most controversial." To print this right at the beginning appears to admit confusion within the FAA would it



FIG.
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Take-off, FAA style.



This statement completely ignores the fact that the airplane can be turning immediately it starts to roll and before there is any effective flow over the ailerons. Also, they say, the added apparent load imposed on the left landing gear (guess "right aileron" didn't stop torque after all) causes a turn to the left. If this really happened to any extent, the airplane would be leaning over to the left and it isn't! If it is leaning at all it is most likely to the opposite side of the turn, the starboard side, and is heeling due to an unfortunate combination of centrifugal and centripetal forces. However that may be, the FAA then says — because the left wing (or wings) is causing more drag, the counteraction for this is to offset the fin! How's that for government logic? They claim everything is balanced out at cruising speed though. The proof? Disturb the airplane with elevator trim only, from a cruising condition. Trim nose up, the airplane rolls, turns left. Down, it rolls and turns right. The FAA should say, the airplane yaws, THEN rolls,



because that's what really would happen. The yaw is due to slipstream rotation, and the rolling due only to the yaw going unchecked. The FAA book continues, "during flight operations with high power settings it is necessary to use SOME FORCE on the aileron controls to maintain flight." After this statement you may wonder why, in the above demonstration of detecting torque reaction they advised hands off the controls using only elevator trim. Could it be because this "force" is, in normal flying, so slight, if at all, that one might not notice or detect such a slight pressure otherwise? And if "some force" was necessary (and we don't all have bulging biceps) how come every airplane doesn't require aileron trim? To continue the FAA, and it is though a new writer



has taken charge, because it now says that you must hold right rudder during take-off and climb "to take care of torque." After all the funny explanations already given it



is though they are starting over again. Then comes another switch and next it says that



not? It next gives a weak primary reason for the left



torque is not the entire picture anyway, and that "P fac-



turning tendency followed by what I think is a fantastic explanation as proof. "It is common practice" it says "to rig a slightly higher angle of incidence in the left wing", and which in turn creates a drag. This old wives tale has already been commented upon earlier. Also, our modern airplanes obviously do not have this cockeyed rigging, yet they still turn. To continue, the FAA says that on take-off, one counters torque by putting on right aileron. "This application of aileron control, usually to the right, adds to the



tor" has a great influence! First you have to have a tailwheeled airplane, in the three-point attitude. Then, the descending prop blade, at a higher angle of attack than the ascending blade, pulls more. Being on the starboard side it supposedly pulls the airplane to the left. This is the way the slipstream would have to look



drag on the left wing, and the tendency of the airplane



to turn left during take-off and climb." (Never heard of differential ailerons, I guess). 36
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to abide by the FAA explanation of P factor. If the descending blade actually did have more thrust, it would deflect more or faster air than the rising blade. The slipstream would bend to the left and have the same effect as offset thrust! It would tend to cancel the left-turn tendency. One cannot think only about one isolated portion of the whole picture and ignore the rest. This would be



FIG. 30.



FAA "P" factor airflow, as it would have to look.



like the people who think all lift comes from the upper



curved part of a wing or from a cabin windshield or roof. They fail to realize that lift is not a magnetic-like occurrence where a section of a body is attracted or sucked up. Lift is derived from air being PUSHED DOWN and a cabin roof or a wing upper leading edge is only an integral and inseparable part of the entire mechanical



process.



Anyway, wind tunnel data differs from the FAA. Actually the propeller induces the flow some distance ahead of it, so that up to quite a high angle of yaw each blade is operating essentially at the same angle of attack. NACA reports on propellers in yaw and on analyses of effects of the resultant slipstream over the airplane reveal that P factor is not a factor. Further, and as one example only, page 531, Airplane Design and Performance by Warner describes that divergence of the propeller axis can be ignored for all calculations up to at least 15 degrees of misalignment, " . . . the effect of inclination should sim-



ply be disregarded." Helicopters, of course, are obviously



something else.



FIG. 32. If "P" factor was valid, there would be a larger angle on the lower blade.



other causes and any designer in his right mind would not want to add to it. Clearly, in this case, the entire slipstream-tube direction remains at 90 degrees to the propeller disc, in exactly the same manner and because of the same basic laws that apply to the airplane in the nose-high take-off mode. To close its interesting chapter on Torque, the Flight Instructor's Handbook offers a couple of meager paragraphs on two "lesser effects", that of gyroscopic precession and of the "spiral nature of the propeller blast." These, as you may have no doubt guessed, by actual demonstration can be shown to be the only two factors that have any genuine consistent influence on swinging or yawing. The other things previously described are possibly remnants of faulty handling techniques being justified or rationalized or are just bad theory. As the rotating slipstream has been covered in some detail, we now come to the gyroscope. Gyroscopic properties of the engine or propeller are something that affect every airplane, some to a lesser extent, but some to such a high degree that at times one actually has to modify basic control movements (or pressures) to compensate



for it. So don't miss the next exciting part of this series (and the last one) "Precession and what it means to you." ®



FIBERGLAS CUT-OFF WHEEL



By Michael A. Donnelly, EAA 40647 26183 Stanwood Ave., Hayward, Calif. FIG. 31.



Actual flow through a propeller.



This is how it really looks. The flow gains approximately half of its speed ahead of the pump (propeller)



and half behind it. It does not reach full velocity until it is some distance behind the prop disk.



If there really was such a thing as P factor, then off-



setting the thrust line would not produce the results desired by the designer, that of cancelling the left turn tendency. Using the P factor philosophy, the lower blade



because of its larger angle of attack, would merely make



the nose go up! And as recounted in part one of this series, this is something that already happens due to



I have found a cut-off wheel that I believe to have advantageous characteristics for the homebuilder. This



wheel is Norton's A60-OBNA-2, available in two sizes: 7 by .035 by % in., and 8 by .035 by % in. The important



aspects are that this wheel is fiberglas reinforced, flexible,



requires no lubrication, and will not break. It cuts through 4130 very easily. Mine is installed in a table



saw, and has been flexed while cutting 4130, and brought



to a dead stop from around 5,000-6,000 rpm. Price is about $4.00, and it can be ordered from S. L. Fusco, Inc. "House of Abrasives," 2807 Miller Ave., San,



Leandro, Calif. 94577. If in doubt about anything concern-



ing this wheel, contact William V. Nelson, abrasive specialist, at that address. He has been more than helpful in answering my questions. ® SPORT AVIATION
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IS IT REALLY TORQUE? By George B. Collinge, EAA 67 5037 Marlin Way Oxnard. Calif. 93030



This photograph, courtesy Republic Aviation Division of Fairchild Miller, shows the triangular surface on the top of the fuselage, referred to in the text.



Illustrations bv the author This concluding article of a 5 part series covers details



about gyroscopic precession.



The preceding parts of this series have dealt with some of the flying characteristics of an airplane which are caused by the fact that a large portion of the airframe is operating within a revolving tube (or tubes) of air. the slipstream.



ing or pitching it processes peculiarly. An easy way to you push against the rib of you had pushed on a point rotation. Simple?



and makes the airplane handle think of precession is this: If a gyro, the result is as though 90 degrees in the direction of



So when the tail of an airplane (tail-dragger) is raised on take-off, it is just the same as applying a force to the rim of the propeller gyro. The result of this coriolis force or precession is in the direction which COMBINES WITH THE CORKSCREW SLIPSTREAM to create a powerful



turning tendency to the left. This condition is what is most often wrongly termed "torque."



FIG, 33.



"If we could only see the spray."



It is only when the tail comes up that the fun really starts. The more rapidly the tail is raised the stronger the turning tendency. The elevators have a long moment arm and a lot of power, so what they put into the prop disc, comes out, but at 90 degrees. Lightweight low-powered airplanes are no problem. However, some airplanes have histories of violent swings on take-off. This recalls again the memory of my old friends, the Hudson and the Ventura. During the take-off run in this type of machine, even though the port throttle was leading, if the turning tendency became too strong to hold with rudder, all that was necessary was to lower the tail slightly. This reversed



Added to this situation are the two gyroscopic properties of the engine and propeller. They are rigidity in space and precession. A large diameter propeller tends to make an airplane steady while cruising, but when yaw-
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Precession.



FIG. 35.



Raising the tail on take-off.



the precession. Conversely lowering the tail too quickly during the landing run, with engines throttled, could develop a swing to the right. The rudders were less responsive of course, due to lack of slipstream over them. A contributing factor to this difficulty was the early Lockheed braking system that required letting go of the throttles to operate the centrally located brake lever. If the wheels of an airplane are well forward and/or the CG is rather aft, this directional instability will be further aggravated, also contributing its share to the torque bogey.



On most multis, the tricycle gear has obviated the need for opposite rotating propellers. However the shipboard fighter, the deHavilland Hornet and the Double Mustang for examples, used opposite rotating propellers, as they were tail-draggers.



FIG. 36. Opposite rotating propellers on Hornet and P-82 to cancel gyroscopic effects.



Again, all sorts of torque being developed by the engines, but no swinging because precession effect is neutralized. On the Hornet, the fin/rudder is out of the slipstreams and does not have any turning tendency. On the Double Mustang the twin fins and rudders cancel each other. Explanation of precession to students was customary in the old days because of the rotary engines in which everything went around except the crankshaft. Because the airplanes were so light by today's standards, the powerful



FIG. 37.



Early post-World War II era.



gyroscopic action had a very great influence on maneuver-



ing ability. In World War I the Camel, for example, when turned left, the nose came up, and right, the nose went down. Consequently, in a left turn a lot of bottom rudder was used to keep the nose down. In a right turn the pilots used top rudder. Either way was bad but to the right was a real crossed-control condition, and if the speed got too low it would naturally spin. Hence the Camel's reputation in this regard. I think also that the extremely small area of the fin and rudder was a design deficiency on this particular machine, and this more than the precession made it susceptible to spinning, compared to other rotaryengined airplanes of the same period. Modern "stationary" piston engines still have some rotating parts but in some cases it is the propeller which has taken on a lot of weight. A 450 pound four-blader, going around at high revs is a gyroscope of considerable power. Although restricted somewhat by the high Gs developed in a high speed fighter during rapid maneuvering, its effect in the air is not too dissimilar to that caused by the engine/propeller combination on the Camel. Imagine yourself flying level in an aircraft of the Mustang/Spitfire category. Suddenly, push in right rudder. Does the nose swing to the right? Only just slightly, but it pulls down and fast, almost in direct synchronization with the pedal. Push in left rudder — a slight yaw and the nose rears up. Push forward on the stick and the nose moves down but also to the left. Pull back and the nose swings up and to the right. There are some aerodynamic factors which slightly alter this basic action, but essentially this is what takes place. Does this complicate aerobatics? More than somewhat. It usually results in a pilot doing very slow easy figures, which after a few times can be dull to watch. If they speed them up they tend to lose their headings. On the mild mannered T-6, students and pilots invariably preferred to execute slow rolls and Immelmans to the left. It seemed easier somehow! Though snaps were easier and faster to the right. Loops needed left rudder over the the top to keep straight, even though slipstream should demand right rudder at the lower airspeed! But at least keeping straight in a loop was fairly instinctive, whereas the rolls were something else.



Normally, when coming out of a barrel roll, in a light plane with a light prop, a touch of top rudder may be necessary to prevent the nose from dropping and to keep the ball centered. When you advanced to the T-6 with its (Continued on next page)



FIG. 38.



Sour rolls to the right! SPORT AVIATION
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IS IT REALLY TORQUE? . . . (Continued from preceding page)



Excerpt from "Hints on Flying the Curtiss JN-4"



heavy propeller, rolling to the left was fine. Left or top



SI'ORT AVIATION, September 1958



rudder really did help. However to the right, although the rate of roll WHS faster, the last part was more difficult to manage nicely, especially at a low airspeed. Putting on top (right) rudder didn't seem to help the nose stay up, in fact the nosekind of twisted down causing more elevator to be used and the airplane would stagger out of the roll sideways. So everybody did rolls to the left. Immelmans in a jet such as the deHavilland Vampire produced almost exactly the same condition. The large diameter centrifugal compressor at 10,000 rpm was an active gyro and it processed as natural law says it must. By the way, this gyroscopic effect of jet engines is a factor in control problems dealing



with post stall gyrations of some of the latest fighters, not to mention "exploding" the engines.



"Watch your direction carefully, and count-Tact with right rudder the machine's tendency to t u r n to the left, due to the propeller's air blast s t r i k i n g



the left side of the fin more forcibly t h a n the right side." "In making turns you will notice the marked tendency of the machine to nose down on a righthand turn and to climb on a left one, the latter not being so noticeable as the former. These peculiar



actions of the machine are caused by the gyroscopic force of the revolving propeller and must be compensated by the elevators to keep the machine level."



Anyway, a great many pilots, in fact some noted



acrobatic aces, think it is easier to roll to the left. The airplane "behaves" itself so to speak. But generally, a single engined tractor will roll FASTER to the right, although perhaps, more is required of the pilot to insure accuracy. On some airplanes it is rather startling to see



how much faster and with less aileron pressure they will go around to the right. The point is, from a torque reaction view, the airplane should roll faster to the left. As it doesn't it can be assumed that the spiraling slipstream opposes the left roll and favors the right. Those surfaces on



the left side which normally have a higher angle of attack due to propeller slipstream would have a still higher angle of attack when rolling to the left. There would be higher drag or rolling resistance. When rolling to the right



the increase in angle of attack on the starboard surfaces is modified by the already low or negative angle produced by the propeller slipstream. And if there is an offset fin on



the airplane it also helps you get around faster to the right. But be prepared to use less top rudder or to press a little bottom rudder when coming out. to counter pro cession. Another maneuver where precession will be noticed



but it applies also to other aspects of flight. For instance, back to our multi-engined airplane for a moment. When an engine fails the nose will drop clue to a fifty percent loss of power, and this can be later trimmed out. If the



right engine failed, an unchecked yaw will precess the propellers to cause an additional nose-down reaction. In summing up this series, it is hoped that it has been shown that airplanes do not directly turn or yaw due to torque and P factor, and that slipstream and precession



are the real culprits. Also, any rolling tendency there might be due to torque reaction, is in the broad sense, automatically resisted by the reaction of the propeller slipstream over the airframe. Thanks are extended by the author to those who contributed to this material, both knowingly and unknowingly, and to those who were forced to listen while some loose ends of our "unified theory" were nailed down. Fur ther objective ventilation on the subject will be undertaken by mail with any interested pilots.



is at the top of a left stall-turn or hammerhead. You press



the stick a l i t t l e forward to keep the nose from swinging around the hori/on and at the top of a right stall turn, ease back to prevent the nose from tucking under. Understanding slipstream and precession will make your take-offs and aerobatics more precise and consistent.



Excerpt from "Flying the Nieuport 11" By Walter J. Addems
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"You will have to carry right rudder in all nor mal flying, but less during turns to the right and



still less to the left. If the turns are shallow, the gyroscopic force of the rotary engine and large propeller will not be very noticeable. If steeply banked turns are made, however, these forces become very apparent: in right turns the nose tends to drop, and in left turns, to rise. Regarding gyroscopic forces, I feel the stories



you have probably heard are greatly exaggerated. However, if you later attempt stunting, you most certainly will find it a factor. For example, in a loop you will find that at the top you will have full or nearly full left rudder, and the stick will be to the right in addition to well back . . . . You will have no gyroscopic problems in smooth easy air work, but



it can be very sudden and a real factor if you try any quick maneuvering." FIG. 39. 12
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Stall turn.
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Is It Really Torque? 

No matter what they call it most pilots correctly use the rudder to counteract it. Right away, this should be a clue that the trouble is not in the rolling plane at all!
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Is It Really Torque? â€” Part A - Size 

TORQUE? Part 4 of a series, this one suggesting instruction manuals ... and 'P' factor" it starts off by saying that the reason an airplane has a ... turning tendency followed by what I think is a fantastic ... because that's what really would happen
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Torque ... or is it? 

left", and line 63, "Torque effect in the climb will be quite .... (left) rudder may be applied to complete the ... engine fails, the drag of the dead engine and the pull ...
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Is It Really Torqueâ€”Part Two 

5037 Marlin Way, Oxnard, Calif. 93030 ... I have repeatedly carried out this test on all piston- engined ... Fig. 13. Two typical examples of aircraft with offset fins,.
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POLYCYTHEMIA - is it CANCER 

MARY PRÃ‰SENTE : ST. MARY'S RESEARCH CENTRE PRESENTS: POLYCYTHEMIA - is it CANCER ? ~~~. Jaroslav F. Prchal, MD, FRCPC. Chief, Department of Oncology, St. Mary's Hospital. Associate Professor of Medicine and Oncology, McGill University. Clinical Lead
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Is college worth it? 

Apr 5, 2014 - The truth is more nuanced, as Barack Obama hinted when he said in January that "folks can make a lot moreâ€� by learning a trade â€œthan they ...
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Is Empathy really what the Nation needs 

In a Times Op-Ed article, Glenn Beck wrote, ... EinfÃ¼hlung described the act of â€œfeeling intoâ€� art and nature, or projecting yourself into an aesthetic object. [â€¦] ...
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is collective intentionality really primitive? elisabeth pacherie 

fifth section, I will discuss the capacities needed to sustain collective ... The fourth element, what Searle calls the Background, is introduced later in the book to explain ..... language, and not vice-versa, even though of course, language makes.
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Is Your Aircraft Alternator Really Airworthy? 

Professor of Aviation Technology. Hangar 1. Purdue University Airport. West Lafayette, IN 47906 frequency problems related to brush failure. The solution is an ...
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is collective intentionality really primitive? - Pacherie 

chapter of the book. The fourth element, what Searle calls the Background, is introduced in chapter VI to ... to reductive analyses. In the fifth section, I will ..... course, language makes possible new forms of collective behavior. If we think that
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